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participation
QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

1) Your favorite animal?  Horse -            Bear - 
 

 
Bird -               Wolf - 
 
 
Sheep -             fox -  
 
 
Goat -              dog -   
 
 

Moose            reindeer 

Others ………… 

 

2) Do you know what is EDUCATIONAL TRAIL?           YES  x  NO 
 

3) Would you like public sauna on beach?           YES  x  NO 
 

4) What is your favorite colors?            ………… 
 

5) What is your favorite materials?  
 
For example:  wood,  gravel,  sand,  brick, stone,  concrete, ………… 
 

6) Do you want a playground?            YES  x  NO 
 

7) Which kind trees you know?   ………… 
 

8) Which country from Europe you know? …….. 
 

9) What else do you want on this new place ……..      

 

 
10) Do you want modern or natural style?   MODERN   x NATURAL 

 
 

Our presentation in the 

school for children and 

for owners gave to us a lot 

of information what the pe-

ople and choldren want to 

have here.

We presentated our brain-

storming and we add a lot 

of information from the 

questionaire to our Desing.



estimate materialvizualization

brainstorming - sketches
details

This were our first brain-

storming, our first ideas. 



general plan
Legend

The genereal plan is 

showing to us where will be 

the main line over the area. 

where will be the educati-

on points and where will be 

the bridges. The main thing 

must be idea, connect two 

sites around this area. The 

bridges are in the upper 

part of the map and in the 

downer part in the map. 

Near the gulf we designed  

a mole, for relaxing, barbe-

cue a some games for chil-

drens, teenagers and seni-

ors. 

Over the forst, near side-

walk is going „funny“ path. 



vizualization
A view in the forest.

This vizualization is showing 

to us how will look the si-

dewalk in thw forest. How 

will look the structure in 

the area.



vizualization

This is one of the connecti-

ng place in our area. 

Right this is bridge from 

the „beach“ to our projec-

ted area. how you can see, 

it is very similar with the ti-

pical fishing mole. 



vizualization

vizualization
This view is from the middle 

of our area. After cutting 

the small trees the area 

will be clearly. The grass 

must cutt because it must be 

usefull. Near the sidewalk 

are some points with some 

structures/ constructions 

for outdoor gym and playg-

rounds.



vizualizationvizualization

vizualization
This picture is showing to 

us, how can the mole look 

like. A little bit modern sty-

le with some places for re-

lax, for barbeciu and rest. 

The best place for showing 

the life around the river. 



detailsvizualization

vizualization
This picture from the out-

door classroom. I will be 

with textille roof so the chi-

ldren can it use everytime in 

summer. 



estimate materialvizualization

vizualization
This picture is showing to 

us how can look like the re-

lax place in the forest, The-

re will be use only wood, 

so everything will look like 

very natural.

Around the circle will be 

some information tables 

about the nateure and land 

around Pohjois II.

This is detail from the 

bridge. This is detail wchich 

can be instal for the protec-

ted in front the motocycles 

riders, but there can still 

go womans  with stollers 

and people with bicycles. 



Mole 

The mole is construction for 

the better using the gulf. 

There are a lot of space and 

we designed there construc-

tion where can people save 

in front of rain, they can 

sit there and near the mole 

will be fireplace and playg-

round with some structure 

for workout for seniors. 

The mole is complete from 

wood, I tis work for a wood-

carver.  Only the roof is 

from some plastic textile 

which can save everyone in 

front the rain and snow of 

course. 

details
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details

Recreation place 

IN this place will be small 

hole for the plants and or-

namental grasses. Over the 

hole will go the sidewalk. 

Everything is again from the 

wood and it must be again 

10cm over the ground.  Ma-

ybe is there others options, 

maybe use the gravel, but it 

will lost the main idea. 

Around the circle will be 

some information table with 

information about this area 

and about Pohjois II.   4,5 

m³
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details
The recreation circle

I tis a structure/ construc-

tion which is whole from the 

wood. A couple part of this 

construction is in the air, 

something around 1 m over 

the ground. I tis fixed with 

original construction from 

big wooden column.  It must 

be consulate with wood-

carver.  In the back site of 

this construction is eleva-

ted floverbath, but It will 

be make from wood too. The-

re will be some ornamental 

grass..

On this construction will be 

some benches for the rest 

and relaxing.     4 m³
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details
BRIDGE

The bridge is designed on 

the basis of the traditional 

shapes of moles with the 

networks.  A wooden walk-

way with width of 1.8 m and 

a railing at a height of 1.2 

m.  It‘s supposed to symboli-

ze the traditional craft of 

this part of the village and 

Finland and part of the car-

ving, fishing and shipbuil-

ding.
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details
The recreation place with 

outdoor classroom

This whole construction will 

be only from wood. It must 

be 10cm over the ground, 

for the protected in front  

the wet from the ground. 

Around this circle will be 

some education blackboard 

for the education infor-

mation, about the nature, 

flowers, trees. Something 

about Finland and Europe. 

The small circles  around 

this constructions are the 

small bushes Swida.  5,5 m³



estimate materialvizualization

result

  Our main goal was designed area for the local people, but of course nice area for the visitor from somewhere else. 

These area has still some charm and Genius Loci. We do not want change this magic of place. We tried to maintain 

natural characters of this places, but we bring some new and modern elements. We was in village and we talk with 

people and our project responds to comments from local people. Our main goal was to get the kids from school 

into landscape and learn to perceive and recognize for example trees. Our area is bordered to the local elementary 

school and this is reason why we want to do this nice for child. We create on our area educational trail with diffe-

rent pathway, with information boards and outdoor gym and outdoor class. On this area is create some special place 

which will serve as outdoor classroom. On this place is a special roof against the rain, seats that can be freely mo-

ved and are located on quiet beautiful places. In the bay is to create a place for relaxation and comfort where you 

can local residents as well as visitors sit and to grill sausage. This place should serve as a background for winter 

fishing and winter swimming in the bay. Next main idea of this project is connecting with the other side. We found that 

it is very important for residential people, because when child want go to school they have to ride along the river 

to the main bridge. And we thing that for better neighborly relations it si better when you can go right over the st-

ream and not to go by longer way. This is reason why we create on this place some Our design, project will make this 

place more beauty, more Clearly and We hope that It can be something for what can be the local people from Photos 

II proud 


